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Adaptability, resilience, optimism, and acceptance have 

been key dispositions we have all had to cultivate to 

manage the emotional rollercoaster of life in lockdown. At 

times, each of us may have felt a sense of languishing  as 

the uncertainty brought on by the most recent lockdown 

extensions impacted our well-being or that of people in 

our care.  From an optimistic stance, as challenging as 

remote learning can be, it also provides children with 

multiple opportunities every day to practise being more 

independent.

Herbert Gerjouy points out that “tomorrow’s illiterate will 

not be the man who can’t read; he will be the man who 

has not learned how to learn.” Yavneh has always known this to be true and a distinct feature 

of Yavneh’s mission and philosophy is for the College to play a central role in nurturing 

students to become “life-long, independent learners who pursue excellence and strive to 

achieve their potential.” 

What could it mean to be a lifelong learner? Guy Claxton describes a lifelong learner when 

he refers to the goal of schooling which is “to develop all students as confident and capable 

learners – ready, willing and able to choose, design, research, pursue, troubleshoot, and 

evaluate learning for themselves, alone and with others, in school and out, for grades and 

for life” (2020, Powering Up Your School). Each school day, whether engaged in face-to-
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
MAZAL TOVS:
To the Avitan family on the birth of a little girl.

To the Kolieb family on the birth of a little boy.

May you continue to have Nachat from your families.

DATES FOR 
YOUR DIARY

OCTOBER

Thu 21 Year 12 Graduation

CANDLE LIGHTING:  
Parshat Lech Lecha

Light Candles: 7:19pm
Shabbat Ends: 8:18pm

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:
Please remember to register the date of your son or 
daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at Reception 
on 9528 4911 or email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au

LEARNING IN LOCKDOWN

HAILEY JOUBERT, Head of Primary

mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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face or online learning, our educators nurture and challenge 

our learners to become independent, lifelong learners when 

actively focusing on developing each child’s social, emotional, 

intellectual, spiritual, and physical well-being. Our teachers 

intentionally create learning environments where children can 

cultivate the skills and dispositions required for becoming 

an independent and reflective thinker, ready for a lifetime of 

learning. 

We have observed increased independence and grit in our 

students. Although there are times when adults and children 

struggle emotionally, this provides opportunities for us to reflect 

and make a decision about how to best manage our needs in 

that moment and take action to work through our feelings. We 

are all learning to ride the rollercoaster  and to better navigate 

the ups and downs of life. Lockdown and remote learning have 

again highlighted the value in being a life-long learner.

I know that during periods of remote learning, we can, at times, 

become concerned about falling behind in academic learning 

and it’s true that the pace of learning is slower under remote 

conditions. It has to be. Teachers have to balance the rigours 

of academic learning with well-being needs and even more 

so under extended remote learning conditions.  This is true 

for all schools in Victoria. We understand this and take it into 

consideration when planning for our students’ return and for 

the year ahead.

I came across this thought-provoking post on Teachwire and 

you may already have read it. This post illuminates the life 

skills, dispositional learning and values that can emerge and 

re-emerge from living through a lock down, and I think it’s 

worth our consideration.

WHAT IF?

What if instead of ‘falling behind’, this group of lockdown 

children are actually ahead? Hear me out…

What if they have more empathy, enjoy family connection, can 

be more creative and entertain themselves, love to read, love to 

express themselves in writing?

What if they enjoy the simple things, like their own garden and 

sitting near a window  in the quiet? What if they notice the birds 

and the dates the different flowers emerge, and the calming 

renewal of a gentle rain shower?

What if this generation are the ones to learn to cook, organise 

their space, assist with responsibilities to keep a well-run 

home?

What if they learn to ride a bike, play a board game, do simple 

crafts, learn to bake, climb a tree, play without a screen?

What if they learn to understand the value of money, what’s 

important and how to live with less? What if they learn to plan 

shopping trips and meals at home?

What if they learn the value of eating together as a family and 

finding the good to share in the small delights of everyday?

What if they learn to just be: to be resilient, to be content?

What if they are the ones to place great value on our teachers 

and educational professionals, librarians, public servants, and 

the previously invisible essential support workers?

What if, among these children, a great leader emerges who had 

the benefit of a slower pace and a simpler life to truly learn what 

really matters in this life?

What if they are ahead?”

Although this is not the year we had in mind, certainly not after 

2020, in many ways the uncertainties and adversities we have 

faced, individually and collectively, have gifted us opportunities 

to reflect on what matters in life and in learning. Each day, our 

teachers continue to focus on wellbeing and developing the 

21st century skills and dispositions so that our students can 

ultimately become self-determined, lifelong learners.
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - PARSHAT LECH LECHA

YOSSI FROMER, Secondary Jewish Studies Teacher

ATHEISTS OR BLIND TO DESIRES

People sometimes say prove that there is a G-d.

Breishis Rabbah (39:1) at the beginning of Parshat Lech Lechu describes how Abraham came to the realisation that they must be 

a creator. Abraham looked around the world and said it's impossible that this just happened.

Rabbi David Ashear in his popular living Emunah series says that when we examine the world around us, we see it's intelligence 

and design. Earth is situated at precisely the right distance from the sun if it were any further away, we would freeze and any 

closer and we would burn. Even a fractional variance at earth’s position in relation to the sun would make life on this planet 

impossible. It always remains at precisely the right position even as it revolves around the sun at a speed of 67,000 mph.

Astronomers once believed there were only 2000 stars. Today we know there are over 100 billion stars in our Galaxy alone. 

The universe runs in perfect order and harmony the laws of nature never change, gravity always remains consistent and all the 

rotations have continued for thousands of years without a glitch.

Take a look at the human body. Our brains process over 1,000,000 messages per second and our eyes can distinguish between 

7,000,000 colours and handle 1.5 million messages simultaneously. Every cell in our body contains a detailed instruction code 

called DNA. It's a 3 billion letter programme and it is contained within every cell. One of the discoverers of DNA Francis Crick was 

quoted as saying “Life could not have involved from nonliving chemicals under any conceivable earth conditions”.

How then are there still atheists? Is it that their personal desires get in the way of the obvious reality? Its only normal and obvious 

to believe in G-d because how else do we expect a child when they become Bar or Bat Mitzvah to start believing immediately 

Shema Yisroel ….!
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Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or contactless deliveries via the guardhouse.

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
 
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your 
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
 All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO 
projects.

Contact Hayley Jaffe (hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au or 
WhatsApp 0409 138 949) if you wish to buy or donate pre-
loved uniforms.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS

The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform & 
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books 
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please 
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.

Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand 
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the 
Facebook page.

Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au  know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD

mailto:hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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JEWISH LIFE PROGRAMS

TAMARA GINZBURG, Head of Jewish Life Programs

NEW SCHOOL NURSE

DAVID FISHER, Head of Administration

This year, our Primary and Secondary students have enjoyed a range of lunchtime and afterschool Jewish Life Clubs, enriching 

the educational schooling experience of our students. On offer to our students from Prep through to VCE are programs filled with 

high-level Torah content and hands-on activities, engaging students in different forums. 

Whether we are online or in-person, our Jewish Life Clubs are continuing to run throughout Term 4, as we are committed to 

providing a wholistic education that stimulates the hearts and minds of students towards a rich encounter with Torah learning and 

the Religious Zionist values of the College. To view the range of Jewish Life Clubs, CLICK HERE

Friday night is the first-step of Shabbat; you let go of the busy week, change the tempo of your walking pace and let your mind 

free. It’s the relaxation that comes from contrast. On Shabbat morning you wake up in your warm bed, lying still for a moment 

while listening to the bird’s tweet and then get up to slowly savour a slice of your favourite chocolate bubka before meandering to 

the study (or shul, in the post-lockdown age) to daven a lengthy Shacharit. That’s entering a space of inner peace.

We welcome Mary Grehan to Yavneh as our new school nurse. Mary studied nursing at Dublin 

University and commenced work at the Beaumont Hospital in Dublin. During the course of her 

employment, she has worked in ICU, Emergency and a variety of general wards and has a wide 

range of experience in many areas of nursing. She journeyed to Australia some three years ago 

and recently assisted the Department of Health in helping schools enhance their risk management 

and adherence to COVID 19 guidelines. 

She has a warm and welcoming nature and has already endeared herself to the students onsite. 

We look forward to Mary working on some innovative programs that provide information regarding 

good nutrition and hygiene practices. Please feel free to be in touch with Mary if you would like to 

share any concerns that you have for your child’s care and management at Yavneh.

https://yavneh.vic.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Term4clubbrochure-final.pdf
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It is a very exciting time to be in Senior Kindergarten! Spring 

has sprung and we are in the final term for the year. We have 

just finished a period of growth and renewal in the Jewish 

Calendar and now face our own individual transitions and 

change. To celebrate this important time, we were gifted 

multiple silkworms from the Grade 5 classes. The children in 

both Senior Kindergarten groups have been fascinated by 

our new class pets. They have been helping Morah Amy and 

Morah Caz care for them, including feeding them leaves from 

the Mulberry tree in the kindergarten yard. The silkworms have 

doubled in size over the weekend! We are excited to see the 

next stage of their life cycle as they begin to spin themselves a 

chrysalis. 

The Senior Kindergarten children embarked on their own Prep transition milestone this week. They met their Grade 5 buddies on 

Wednesday 13 October in an online meet and greet session. All students enjoyed asking and answering questions and getting to 

know their new friends. They also bonded over the task of naming silkworms together. 

The goals of linking children going into Prep with an older school student are many:

• To develop relationships between the younger and older children.

• Enhancing the sense of a friendly and supportive school community. 

• There are benefits for the older buddy in acknowledging their leadership, responsibility, and pride as well as their ability to be 

helpful.

• Promote social and support networks for children beginning Prep and promotes a sense of community and belonging in the 

school.

It was heart-warming to see how excited the Senior Kindergarten children were. The Grade 5’s is to be commended on their 

warmth and patience. We look forward to seeing our Buddies again soon.

MEETING OUR BUDDIES
SHEREE MAUJEAN AND KENDALL DOENAU, Kinder Room Leaders
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Learning from home has been different but doesn’t mean we don’t make the most of our situation! Last week in the Parsha, 

we discussed how Hashem made a promise to Noach that he would never destroy the world again by a flood. That sign was 

a rainbow in the sky. In Hebrew it is called a Keshet. Both Year 1 classes came together online for various exciting science 

experiments to create rainbow. We loved seeing the results of the different experiments using different products to make all sorts 

of reactions. We were even lucky enough to have a parent (who is a scientist!) explain the different outcomes of our experiments. 

We can’t wait to be back learning, playing, and davening in school together- just a few more days! 

This week our Prep children celebrated 100 days in Prep. Days of exploring, playing, growing and learning both at school in the 

classroom and remotely at home with their parents and teachers. Even though it has not been a typical Prep year, our Preps have 

made us very proud of what they have achieved in Literacy, Numeracy, Jewish Studies, Hebrew, and all areas of the curriculum. 

We spent the day engaged in Literacy and Numeracy activities all about the number 100 and during Jewish Studies explored the 

100’s of Mitzvot we can do to make the world 100 times better. We even explored 100 during Sport and Music. We loved sharing 

our celebration and insights with Ms Joubert in a special Teams session.

RAINBOW SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS FOR PARSHA
YOSSI SMOLLER & HAYA TANE, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher

PREP CELEBRATES 100 (PLUS) DAYS AT SCHOOL
NICKY KAPUL, SUE ASH, CHAVI GROSSMAN, LOREN PAMENSKY, MS HURLEY & MORAH SARA, 
Prep Teachers
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In Art this week, Year 1 children took part in an activity from the NGV called “Monster Mania”. Children drew their monster’s body, 

and then rolled a die to determine how many teeth, tails, spikes, wings and other body parts their monster would have. Using 

dice to determine their monster’s features meant that all the students ended up with their own truly unique, zany monster! It was 

also a great opportunity for students to refine their illustration skills and practise new drawing techniques. Here are some of their 

creations!

בס׳׳ד

MONSTER MANIA ART!
ROMY BROWNE, PNINA DOUEK, Primary General Studies Teachers, & SAMARA 
ADAMSON PINCZEWSKI, Primary Art Teacher

Ariel Teleki

Ariella Sadan Asher Beebe Jacob Katz Yovel Damri

Maya Latowicz Tamara Chasen
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Amidst various setbacks, our students have been engaged in many different facets of science activities during this semester 

mostly in remote learning and we can’t wait more to see them back in motion with great enthusiasm soon. I congratulate all VCE 

students for their dedication and resilience they have portrayed during these unprecedented times. I wish them all the best in 

their preparation for their final exams and their future endeavours. For all other secondary students, as the semester exams are 

approaching, I encourage them to concentrate more in their learning of science by constant revision of the work covered in class 

by using study cards, summary notes, revision posters etc., and keep up their zeal in learning of science. I remain optimistic that 

they will be engaged with many fascinating science activities in their classrooms during the rest of this term.

Wish you all a successful Semester ahead!

Q) How do I create a study card?

• These can be index cards (available from Newsagents, Officeworks etc.) or an A4 sheet of paper/cardboard cut into quarters.

• On your study cards:  Summarise from text book, work book or any other worksheets handed out in class:

 ° Key points, ideas and any other information you think is important.

 ° Definitions.

 ° Examples of questions and their solutions.

 ° Diagrams, flow charts etc.

• Include the page reference where you derived the information from the textbook. 

Example of a study card.

בס׳׳ד

REAPING THE REWARDS OF RESILIENCE!
PETER LOUIS, Head of Science

REAPING THE REWARDS OF RESILIENCE!
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Q) How do I use my study cards?

• Study cards only provide small pieces of information at any one time, therefore it is vital to 

review them often and on a regular basis.

 ° Read a card and try to understand/remember the information on it.

 ° Move on to the next card when you are confident that you know the previous. 

 ° If you are not clear about the information that is on the card, then refer to the page 

reference of the textbook.

Q) When can I use my study cards?

A) Anytime!

• Work out a regular time that you can set aside for STUDY!

 ° As you go to the footy, cricket, soccer, or movies at a set time, you also need to study at a set time!

 ° Let people at home know the time you have set aside to study.

• • For example: 

 ° In the car on the way to the beach, friends, family etc.

 ° While you are waiting for people to get ready before going out.

 ° Waiting at the dentists or doctors.

 ° After dinner, before footy/soccer training.

1. TIME IS YOUR ENEMY!

a. Use a watch and place it in front of you when doing your exam paper (even the practice ones!).

2. DO THE SECTION WORTH THE MOST MARKS FIRST.

a. Usually Section / Part B is worth more marks.

b. Allocate the appropriate time per question. E.g., 10 questions in one hour, therefore 6 min/question. 

c. If you spend more than the allocated time per mark, highlight the question and move on. If you have time at the end of 

the exam you can revisit the question.

3. NEVER LEAVE A MULTI-CHOICE QUESTION OUT.

a. If in doubt, make an educated decision.

4. UNDERLINE/HIGHLIGHT WHAT THE QUESTION IS ASKING.

a. E.g.  Explain, discuss, using a diagram, show etc.

5. MAKE SURE ALL NUMERICAL ANSWERS HAVE UNITS AND ARE IN THE CORRECT 

NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES.

a. No unit = no mark.

REAPING THE REWARDS OF RESILIENCE!
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6. BRING SPARE BATTERIES IF USING A CALCULATOR.

a. Also, extra pens etc.

7. READ THE COVER PAGE OF THE EXAM AND PAST ASSESSORS REPORTS. 

a. VCAA exam cover pages are on the web (http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au) before the exam.

b. Know the DATE, TIME, AND VENUE FOR THE EXAM!

8. USE A RULER TO HELP READ GRAPHS.

a. Assists in obtaining the most accurate data.

9. ONCE FINISHED GO OVER YOUR EXAM AND CHECK ANSWERS. 

a. Read the question after you write your answer. Have you answered what it is asking?

10. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR MARK AFTER THE EXAM. SO, STUDY!

DON’T MAKE STUDYING A RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK

It’s the same thing your teachers have probably been telling you day in, day out: don’t leave studying to the last minute. It’s 

important not to underestimate how much content there is to cover before sitting your exams.

DON’T PUSH YOURSELF TO BREAKING POINT

The stress of Year 12 might make you feel like you’re in a pressure cooker, ready to burst. But it’s important to know when your 

stress is telling you to study harder, and when it’s telling you to stop.

ACKNOWLEDGE THE JOURNEY SO FAR

There is literally no rule book for how Year 12’s should be feeling right now.

A once in a life-time pandemic just so happened to coincide with your final year of secondary school, that’s the definition of 

disruptive.

Ruminating on things that can’t be controlled, like certain lockdown restrictions or rules, will make any anxiety about the exam 

period worse.

SET YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS

It’s not always easy, but applying good sleeping, eating and exercise habits can help alleviate some of the stress and anxiety that 

many students would ordinarily be feeling, regardless of a global pandemic.

Stress can have a significant impact on our functioning, so it’s essential that you look after your mental health and wellbeing 

during this time.

ASK FOR SUPPORT

Have a conversation about your plan to manage the exam period with your teachers, friends and family. Ask them for what you 

need. 

Remember that everyone’s idea of a successful ATAR is different. Staying true to your goals is more important than beating 

someone else at theirs. 

MS. BRUCE’S BEST PILL FOR VCE STUDENTS
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EDDY LICHTIG 
IN CONVERSATION WITH 
ORA-TALI KORBL

“SAVING LIVES TO SAVE THE WORLD” 
HELPING RESCUE AFGHAN STUDENTS FROM THE TALIBAN

TUESDAY 19TH OCTOBER 2021 AT 8PM
PLEASE CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE ZOOM EVENT 
MEETING ID: 851 6703 9990 
PASSCODE: 151434

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Tanya Shaltiel - foundation@yavneh.vic.edu.au FO
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A graduate of Leibler Yavneh College, Eddy is studying  
a Bachelor of Science and Global Studies at Monash  
University and completed two years in Yeshivat Har  
Etzion Israel. 

Eddy is actively involved in international affairs, and  
is currently working for numerous organisations in Youth  
Education, Diplomacy and Politics in Australia and the  
ASEAN region.

He has a passion for youth empowerment and advocacy, creating a platform 
for youth voices at the highest levels of business, corporations  
and government.
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MATHS HELPDESK

SECONDARY JUNIOR AND SENIOR MATHS

SUPPORT

As an additional level of support to students who

may need some assistance with Mathematics

while in the Remote Learning zone, we are

offering a Help Desk four times per week with Mr

Hillel Solomon. 

Join by clicking the link here

EVERY MONDAY TO THURSDAY 4:15PM -
5:00PM VIA TEAMS 

ONCE STUDENTS RETURN TO CAMPUS, THIS WILL BE
OFFERED FACE TO FACE

https://tinyurl.com/YavnehMathsHelp
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Second	hand	uniform	stock	–	current	as	at	13	October	2021	
	

Sport	T-shirt	-	$15	
Size	4x4	
6x3	
8x3	
10x4	
12x10	
14x1	
XXLx1	
	
Sport	shorts	-	$15	
8x4,	10x7	
	
Sports	Jumper	(new	style)	-	$35	-	NONE	
	
Sports	pants	(new	style)	-	$25		-	NONE	
	
Sport	skirt	-	$10	
Size	2x4,	4x1	
6x1,	8x1	
10x2	
Mx4	
Lx3	
	
Sports	Leggings	-	$5	
6x1,	7x1,	8x3,	12x2	14x1,	XLx1	
	
Navy	Tights	-	$3		-	NONE	
	
Bike	shorts	-	$5	
6x5,	7x8,	8x5	&	10x2,	12x1	
	
Jumpers	-	$25/$30		(size/condition)	
4x1,	5x1,	6x2,	7x4,	8x3	
10x2,	12x8	(	and	2	vests	-	$10)	
14x8		(and	4	vests	-		$10)	
16x5	(and	1	vest	-		$10)	
18x9	
20x4,	22x1	
	
Bags	$25	
Small	(prim	school)	–	x5	
Large	(sec	school)	–x3	(lighter	blue)	
	
Hats	-	$5	(2	available)					Reading	folders	-	$5x2	
Kippot	-	$5	(none	available)																			Scarf	-	$5x2	
	
To	purchase	message	Hayley	Jaffe	via	
Facebook	Messenger	or	0409	138	949	

Girls	summer	dress	-	$20	
Size	4Cx5	(1	short	&	1	unhemmed)	
6x3	
8Cx3	(1	is	unhemmed)	
10Cx7,	14Cx1	
12Ax2	
	
Girls	long	sleeve	shirts	-	$15	
Size	4x20,	6x2	
8x4	(1	is	$10	as	marks)	
10x3	&	12x2	
AND	Senior	(with	logo)	-	$20	
8x3,	10x2	
12x4,	16x5	
	
Girls	winter	tunic	-	$25	
Size	4x5,	6x4	(2	unhemmed),	8x3	
10sx2	(1	is	unhemmed)	
12x1	&	14x1	
	
Girls	winter	skirt	-	$25	
Size	2x10,	14x5,	16x1	
18x1	&	22x1	(shortened)	
	
Boys	summer	shorts	-	$15	
Size	3x1.	4x6	
6x6,	8x10	
10x10	(2	not	school	brand)	
12x2	(1	is	NEXT	brand)	
16x1	
32x1,	34x2,	36x2	and	38x1	
	
Boys	summer	shirt	-	$15	
Size	3x1,	4x3,	6x7	(some	$10	as	marks)	
7x5,	8x3	
10x13,	12x8	
14x2,	16x1	
Sx2,	Lx1,	XLx2	
	
Boys	winter	(long	sleeve)	shirts	-	$15	
Size	3x1,	4x3,	7x1,	8x2,	10x4,	12x14	
14x9,16x3	
	
Boys	Trousers	-	$20	
3x2,	4x3,	7x4	(2	are	NEXT	brand)	
8x8	(1	is	NEXT	&	1	is	adjustable)	
10x11	(1	is	adjustable	and	2	NEXT	brand)	
12x6,		13x1	(NEXT	brand),	14x2	
16x4,	18x3,	20x1	
34x2,	36x1	
38x1,	40x2	

	


